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Abstract— The massive number of sensors deployed in the Internet of Things (IoT) produce gigantic amounts of data for facilitating a wide range of applications. Deep Learning (DL) would undoubtedly play a role in generating valuable inferences from this massive volume of data and hence will assist in creating smarter IoT. Spamming is the use of messaging or electronic messaging system that send huge amount of data. Spam often fills the internet with multiple copies of a message and is sent to different recipients repeatedly without their request and urges to open them. Spam is type of virus, it is sent for commercial purposes. It can be sent in massive volume by botnets, networks of infected computers. This paper proposed deep learning technique of spam detection for IOT devices application. The simulation is performed using the Python Spyder Software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) enables convergence and implementations between the real-world objects irrespective of their geographical locations. Implementation of IOT network management and control makes privacy and protection strategies utmost important and challenging in such an environment. IoT applications need to protect data privacy to fix security issues such as intrusions, spoofing attacks, DoS attacks, DoS attacks, jamming, eavesdropping, spam, and malware.

The safety measures of IoT devices depend upon the size and type of organization in which it is imposed. The behavior of users forces the security gateways to cooperate. In other words, we can say that the location, nature, application of IoT devices decides the security measures. For instance, the smart IoT security cameras in the smart organization can capture the different parameters for analysis and intelligent decision making. The maximum care to be taken is with web based devices as maximum number of IoT devices are web dependent. It is common at the workplace that the IoT devices installed in an organization can be used to implement security and privacy features efficiently. For example, wearable devices collect and send user’s health data to a connected smartphone should prevent leakage of information to ensure privacy. It has been found in the market that 25-30% of working employees connect their personal IoT devices with the organizational network. The expanding nature of IoT attracts both the audience, i.e., the users and the attackers.

However, with the emergence of ML in various attacks scenarios, IoT devices choose a defensive strategy and decide the key parameters in the security protocols for trade-off between security, privacy and computation. This job is challenging as it is usually difficult for an IoT system with limited resources to estimate the current network and timely attack status.

Denial of service (DDoS) attacks: The attackers can flood the target database with unwanted requests to stop IoT devices from having access to various services. These malicious requests produced by a network of IoT devices are commonly known as bots. DDoS can exhaust all the resources provided by the service provider. It can block authentic users and can make the network resource unavailable. These are the attacks imposed at the physical layer of IoT device. This attack leads to lose the integrity of the device. Attackers attempt to modify the data either at the node storage or while it is in the transmission within network. The common attacks possible at the sensor node are attacks on availability, attacks on authenticity, attacks on confidentiality, Cryptography keys brute-forcing. The countermeasures to ensure prevention of such attacks includes password protection, data encryption and restricted access control.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a group of millions of devices having sensors and actuators linked over wired or wireless channel for data transmission. IoT has grown rapidly over the past decade with more than 25 billion devices expected to be connected by 2020. The volume of data released from these devices will increase many-fold in the years to come. In addition to an increased volume, the IoT devices produces a large amount of data with a number of different modalities having varying data quality defined by its speed in terms of time and position dependency. In such an environment, machine learning (ML) algorithms can play an important role in ensuring security and
authorization based on biotechnology, anomalous detection to improve the usability, and security of IoT systems [1].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Makkar et al.,[1] this framework, five ML models are evaluated using various metrics with a large collection of inputs features sets. Each model computes a spam score by considering the refined input features. This score depicts the trustworthiness of IoT device under various parameters. REFIT Smart Home data set is used for the validation of proposed technique. The results obtained prove the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in comparison to the other existing schemes.

F. Hossain et al.,[2] proposed a model that classifies the e-mail into spam and ham. DBSCAN and Isolation Forest are used to identify the extreme values outside of the specific range. Heatmap, Recursive Feature Elimination, and Chi-Square feature selection techniques are used to select the effective features. The proposed model is implemented in both machine learning and deep learning to establish a comparative analysis.

A. Makkar et al.,[3] spammer framework for web spam detection is proposed. CSF detects the web spam by fuzzy rule based classifiers along with machine learning classifiers. Each classifier produces the quality score of the webpage. These quality scores are then ensembled to generate a single score, which predicts the spamicity of the web page. For ensembling, fuzzy voting approach is used in CSF.

G. Fortino et al.,[4] use of a reputation model can be a practicable and effective solution to form local communities of agents on the basis of their social capabilities. In this work, we propose a framework for agents operating in an IoT environment, called ResIoT, where the formation of communities for collaborative purposes is performed on the basis of agent reputation.

K. A. Al-Thelaya et al.,[5] graph-based datasets. The representation models are mainly developed based on analyzing interactions and relations between users. The first model is developed based on graph-based analysis, while the other one is developed based on sequential processing of user interactions. Based on the conducted experiments, we conclude that the two representation models show high spam detection accuracy.

T. Y. Ho et al.,[6] In recent years, insider threats within computers have been overgrowing because a high quantity of malware and its variants have been spread massively by spam mail, malvertising attack, and users’ carelessness.

Moreover, some of the dormant malware would not be inspected by ant-virus software, and the risk exists continually until finally becoming a disastrous economic loss. Several studies developed signature-based methods to detect insider threats, but we are more interested in how to simplify the network behavior from sophisticated traffic flow.

J. Zhang et al.,[7] proposes a method based on Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network(WGAN) to generate malicious PDF files which are similar to benign ones and can evade the malicious file detection system. The experimental results show that the adversarial examples generated by our method can evade the PDF classifier-PDFrate of 100%.

A. Makkar et al.,[8] spam webpages are detected before these are processed by the ranking module of search engines. The machine learning model, i.e., decision tree is used for the validation of the proposed scheme. The ten fold cross validation approach is used to improve the accuracy of model, i.e., 98.2%. The results obtained demonstrate that the proposed scheme has the power of preventing the spam web pages in Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) environment.

A. K. Singh et al.,[9] analyze different machine learning techniques with feature selection and without feature selection algorithms and their performance to detect the best classifier for spam mail classification. First, we apply each classifier without selecting any features in order to experiment on the dataset and examine the outcome. Next, to select the desired features we apply best first feature selection algorithm and apply various algorithms for classification.

T. Lange et al.,[10] network topology and technology undergirding each botnet varies greatly, as do the motivations commonly behind such networks. Furthermore, as botnets have continued to evolve, many newer ones demonstrate increased levels of anonymity and sophistication, making it more difficult to effectively counter them. Increases in the production of vulnerable Internet of Things (IoT) devices has made it easier for malicious actors to quickly assemble sizable botnets.

T. Qiu et al.,[11] purpose of benefit maximization, which has caused confusion and heavy losses to industrial production. It is difficult to distinguish spammers from normal users owing to the characteristics of multidimensional data. To address this problem, this work proposes a spammer identification scheme based on Gaussian mixture model (SIGMM) that utilizes machine learning for industrial mobile networks.
G. Kumar et al.,[12] Social Networking plays a very important part in our day to day life to share our views on various issues those arise. As it opened new means of communication between masses to share their thoughts. The data from these sites can be very useful for the purpose of analysis.

III. METHODOLOGY

The main contributions of this work is to collect SPAM dataset from kaggle website and implement deep learning technique to detection of the spam for the IOT devices application.

1. Firstly, download the EEG dataset from kaggle website, which is a large dataset provider and machine learning repository Provider Company for research.
2. Now apply the preprocessing of the data, here handing the missing data, removal null values.
3. Now extract the data features and evaluate in dependent and independent variable.
4. Now apply the classification method based on the deep learning (LSTM) approach.
5. Now generate confusion matrix and show all predicted class like true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative.
6. Now calculate the performance parameters by using the standard formulas in terms of the precision, recall, F_measure, accuracy and error rate.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The execution of the proposed calculation is done over python spyder 3.7. The sklearn, numpy, pandas, matplotlib, pyplot, seaborn, os library assists us with utilizing the capacities accessible in spyder climate for different strategies.

Figure 1: Flow Chart
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Figure 2: Original dataset in .csv file

The figure 2 is showing the dataset, which is taken from the kaggle machine learning website.

Figure 3: IOT device with month

Figure 3 is presenting various IOT devices total count with the month format. The month consider from the jan to dec.
CONCLUSION

This paper presents an efficient spam detection technique for IOT devices using deep learning technique. The simulation is performed using Python spyder environment, simulated results shows that the overall accuracy achieved by the proposed work is 95.72 % while previous it is achieved 91.8 %. The error rate of proposed technique is 4.28 % while 8.2 % in existing work. Therefore it is clear from the simulation results; the proposed work is achieved significant better results than existing work.
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